Woodies Newsletter August 2020
We’re now entering our third month of winter which, combined with the recent spike in corona virus
makes it even more imperative that we look after ourselves, and each other, and do not become
complacent about adhering to the social distancing rules still in force.
The workshop is looking good - the de-cluttering and tidying since our closure in March, combined
with the more recent re-arranging of machinery has given us more working space and allowed for
quieter working areas, notably the Bill Rigney workshop which, incidentally, we are planning to
formally name the ‘Bill Rigney Memorial Workshop’ later in the year – details to follow in due
course.
Part of our ‘de-cluttering’ involved offering a number of items no longer needed in the workshop
being offered for sale by tender; whilst these items have now found new homes, we do have more
items up for tender – details at the end of this newsletter.
We were pleased to welcome Aaron Jones, BRC’s Director of Corporate Service and Finance for
morning tea a couple of weeks ago and to show him around our premises. We hope Sue Cady and
others from Bathurst Regional Council will visit us in the coming months.
A decision was made at our July meeting not to go ahead with WOS (Wood on Show) this year; it
was felt that the combination of uncertainty as to which NSW events may/may not be allowed, the
continuing financial strain of Covid 19 on local businesses who have supported us through
sponsorship in the past, plus the lead time and amount of ‘behind the scenes’ work required of the
Woodies to ensure the weekend’s success, have made our decision to cancel this year’s event
inevitable. We realise that this decision has financial implications for CTW and for individual
Woodies and hope that we may be able to organise some event/activities at CTW later in the year –
watch this space!
Michael Hayes has been nominated for our Woodie of the month award; He’s always able to lend a
hand where it is needed, provides much needed muscle when we want help and always has a
positive attitude. Congratulations!
In house Projects
Over recent months a number of projects have been undertaken with some already completed at
the Woodies, details below:
project Name
2 x hospital seats
Finials for Wiseman's Crk house
jig dolls/ limber jacks
decorative piece for house
hardwood bar table
slide for bowling
antique chair repairs
knitting nancies
6 x dining chairs repairs
skipping ropes
weaving frame repair
4 x 2.4m boards
4 x radiata bed posts

Home Work contributions
Sent through by Bob Baillie’s son Anthony
“1929 Chev Tourer.
As you can see it has had better days.
It was removed from our family farm from
beside an old shed and placed into Mum and
Dad’s garage where it has been ever since. It
was my intention to restore to its original glory
but time and money have never allowed us to
really start that project till now.
As you can see from the photo’s once an old vehicle became obsolete on a farm it would be
repurposed into something useful, e.g. an old car into a farm ute.
It was originally a six-cylinder, four door, soft top Tourer.
It still has its original engine and Dad has the original soft top canvas
hidden away in his shed, but there is quite a bit that we still need to
source to complete the project. Rear doors, tub, landau bars and quite a
lot of work to restore what is still restorable.
If you require any more info ask Dad as he would know more than I”
(and this is probably why Bob has to store wood in his bedroom
cupboards...!)
From Jeff Muir
Lectern made during Lockdown for our Piccolos on William Restaurant.
From John McMahon:
Herewith is the picture of the stool made for my oldest granddaughter, Mickaela. The
first stool I have made.
The seat and the stretchers are red box from the farm, and the legs are made from a
Douglas Fir boom from a sailing dinghy my father made for me in 1953.
If you keep something for long enough you eventually find a use for it!
From Phil Hill
2 Repurposed Old Draws
Two old wooden draws were destined to be broken up or go to the tip. I saw their potential and did
something. I am told there are 3 types of people – some people think about an idea, some people
think about an idea and talk about it, there are some people who think about an idea and don’t talk
about it, they do it. So here is my effort at being the third type of person.
The tool boxes are designed to sit on top of each other. The pictures on the front of each box
needed a purpose so this is the result.
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The front folds down so that the 3 shelves can be accessed. The catches on each side are used to
hang picture frames on the wall.
The bottom tool box has two shelves for larger items. Each box has sits on 4 cotton reels painted a
dark blue.

I commenced building this wooden block plane some time ago but lacked a thin plane blade. I was in
an antique warehouse recently and enquired. Another person was also present and responded by
saying cut up an old circular saw. Problem solved. I have a collection of thrown out circular saws.
Found the worst suitable one and put my angle grinder to work and a plane blade was created that
fits perfectly. I let the solution come to me rather than the other way around.
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From Garth Innes
My Favourite saw.
Commonly known as a Japanese pull saw, the nokogiri is a type of saw used in wood-working and
Japanese carpentry that cuts on the pull stroke, unlike most Western saws that cut on the push
stroke. They are best known in Japan but in fact are used over a wide area from Turkey in the West
to China in the East.
Why do I like it?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extremely sharp.
Very accurate.
Come in a variety of sizes.
Easy to control your cut.
Gives a very clean finish.
Light and easy to handle.
Blades are replaceable.
Blades last a long time.

Since owning a Nokogiri my tenon saw has been in retirement. lthough not cheap, a saw around
$58.oo and replacement blade about $28.oo they are value for money.
I’ve had mine for about 8 years and am on my second mainly blade due to the fact that I tried to cut
through a nail with the first one. Shoulda gone to Specsavers eh?
Stories from Garth:
Murphy’s Law
Interchangeable parts wont.
Leakproof seals will.
Self-starters will not.
If you try to please everyone, no one will like it.
A short cut is the longest distance between two points.
Friends come and go but enemies accumulate.
If it jams – force it. If it breaks
it needed replacing anyway.
You will always find something in the last place you look.
Build a system that even a fool can use and only a fool will use it.
If anything simply cannot go wrong, it will anyway.
If everything seems to be going well, you obviously overlooked something.
It is impossible to make anything foolproof because fools are so ingenious.
ONLY IN ENGLAND.
Three old fellows are on a train pulling into a station.
The first one says, “ is this Wembley?”
The second one says, “ no it’s Thursday”
while the last one says “so am I Let’s have a drink.”
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and from Phil:
The old lady
"The old lady handed her bank card to a bank teller and said, “I would like to withdraw $500".
The teller told her, “For withdrawals less than $2,000, please use the ATM.”
The old lady wanted to know why ...
The teller returned her bank card and irritably told her, “These are the rules. Please leave if there is
no other matter. There is a line behind you.”
The old lady remained silent for a few seconds, then handed the card back to the teller and said,
“Please help me withdraw all the money I have.”
The teller was astonished when she checked the account balance. She nodded her head, leaned
down and respectfully told her, “My apologies Ma'am, you have $35 million in your account and our
bank doesn't have so much cash currently. Could you make an appointment and come again
tomorrow?
The old lady then asked how much she could withdraw immediately.
The teller told her any amount up to $250,000.
"Well, please let me have $250,000 now", she requested. The teller did so quickly, then handed it
very friendly and respectfully to her elderly client.
The old lady put $500 in her bag and asked the teller to deposit the balance of $249,500 back into
her account.
The moral of the story:
Don't be difficult with old people, they spent a lifetime learning the skills."
Our best wishes to Ian Schiemer on a speedy recovery from his recent surgery, and finally
Our condolences to Ian and Toni Jackson on the recent death of Toni’s dad Bob. Many of the
Woodies will have met Bob over the years at our various functions, and realise what a sad loss his
passing will be for Ian and Toni’s family.

Elizabeth
31.7.2020

elizabethsforbes@hotmail.com
garthinnes4@gmail.com
jkmcm45@outlook.com

0423 284 935
0438 323 711
0407 103 402
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Surplus to CTW Inc requirements, the listed pieces of equipment
below (following some CTW renewal and another cleanup of the
workshop) are offered for sale by tender to financial members.
Tenders showing members name, the item # and tender price must be placed in a
sealed envelope and put in the CTW Inc Tenders Box (located in the meeting room of
the CTW Clubroom) by 10am Sunday 16th August 2020. Items can be inspected at the
workshop. The CTW Inc Executive reserves the right not accept any tender bid that is
deemed inappropriate.

# Description

Serial/
Model

New
Price

price
Guide Condition

28-185

$350

$50
$40

Delta Band Saw
1

Purchase new by CTW in 2007

DeWalt 250mm Mitre Saw
2

Donated to CTW

Old but Good

79401334

Hafco 150mm Planer/Jointer
3

Donated to CTW

$200

Very Good

PT150A

Sherline Belt/Disc Sander
4

Purchase new by CTW

$50

OK

BDS-636

Hafco 5” Belt 12” Disc Sander
5

Purchased new by CTW in 1997

6

Home Made Disc Sander with
Crompton Parkinson motor

$200
L-612

Good

$750
$30
$45

7

Makita 14V Drill w Charger & 2
Batteries

OK

6281D

OK
Drill & Charger V,Good
Batteries old
Replacements are

Pictures follow.
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